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Abstract:We derive master equations for linear perturbations in Einstein-Maxwell scalar
theory, for any spacetime dimension D and any background with a maximally symmetric
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analytically in terms of several master scalars. The resulting master equations are Klein-
Gordon equations, with non-derivative couplings given by a potential matrix of size 3, 2
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1 Introduction
General Relativity admits a wide variety of Black Hole solutions, especially when coupled
to matter. For any such black hole, or black brane, one of the central questions is how it
behaves when perturbed, and in particular whether or not it is a (linearly) stable solution.
To answer this question one has to solve the linearized perturbation equations. This
can be a messy task, because the metric, and the matter fields, have many components
which all need to be fluctuated, and which may all couple.
The field of black holes perturbations was born with the seminal Regge-Wheeler [1]
paper, where the stability of the Schwarzschild solution under axial linear perturbations
was analysed. This study was extended to polar perturbations by Zerilli [2, 3] and given a
new perspective by Moncrief [4]. Later, it was extended to the Schwarzschild-de Sitter [5]
and Schwarzschild-anti-de Sitter [6] backgrounds. Finally, the problem of linear fluctuations
was treated in full generality by Kodama&Ishibashi (KI). In the outstanding work [7] the
problem was generalized for perturbations of general maximally-symmetric black holes i.e.
to arbitrary spacetime dimension, cosmological constant and to any of the three maximally
symmetric horizon topologies (spherical, planar and hyperbolic), and then extended to
include Maxwell field (electro-vacuum) in [8]. These master equations have also been
generalised to Gauss-Bonnet gravity in [9, 10] and to Lovelock gravity in [11].
The key result of black hole perturbation theory is that the general perturbation can
be given in terms of only few scalar functions satisfying scalar wave equation with some
potentials. In particular, in the case of maximally symmetric black holes with an electric
charge [8] it was shown that the full problem of linear fluctuations can be reduced to solving
5 fully decoupled scalar wave equations with potentials, the so called master scalar wave
equations. These are equations on the master scalars, in which all the fluctuations are
expressed in a fully analytic way.1 Moreover, this structure can be extended beyond linear
approximation and we find it really remarkable that in metric perturbation approach to Ein-
stein equations, solving a full set of perturbation Einstein equations (at any perturbation
order) can be reduced to the problem of solving a couple of scalar wave equations [12, 13].
In this work we generalize Kodama&Ishibashi (KI) results [8] to theories which in
addition to a charge have a scalar field, with an arbitrary potential and an arbitrary
potential coupling to the gauge field. This covers a broad class of actions, which have been
heavily studied in the context of holography [14]. The simplest examples are Einstein-
scalar theories in anti de Sitter spacetimes, with the physics depending heavily on the
choice of potential and the background solutions typically being numerical, see e.g. [15–
17]. Including the gauge field some analytic examples are the GMGHS (Gibbons, Maeda,
Garfinkle, Horowitz, Strominger) black hole [18, 19] of which we will analyze the stability
in section 4.4, and the asymptotically Lifshitz black brane of [20].
Although our results are an extension of KI, our derivation (initiated in [12, 21]) is
slightly different. Instead of making manipulation with linearized Einstein equations (con-
sisting mainly in taking different linear combination of these equations and their derivatives
1More precisely, in higher dimensions, D > 4, the master scalars in vector and tensor sectors come in a
number of copies corresponding to different polarizations of gravitational waves in these sectors.
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to arrive at master scalar equations), we take the structure of the outcome of previous work
as the initial input for our procedure: we make an ansatz that all gauge invariant character-
istics of fluctuation (see below for their definition) are given in terms of linear combinations
of master scalars and their derivatives, where the master scalar themselves satisfy scalar
wave equations coupled with interaction potentials. As the final results, we express all the
perturbations analytically in terms of the three sets of master scalars, one for each helic-
ity h. We find such an ansatz approach to solve for the fluctuations to be a very robust
technique: interestingly it works also for time-dependent backgrounds, for example in the
cosmological perturbations context [12, 21]). The main advantage is that once we decide
on the correct form of the ansatz (i.e. the highest order of derivatives of master scalars
in the linear combinations for gauge invariants and/or the form of the couplings between
master scalars in master scalar wave equations), finding the function coefficients of these
linear combinations and the actual form of the coupling potentials is an purely algorithmic
task (although rather unthinkable to achieve in the pre-computer algebra packages era).
We express all the perturbations analytically into three sets of master scalars, one for
each helicity h.
Each set of master scalars satisfies a coupled master equation of the form,
Φ(h)s −W (h)s,s′(r)Φ(h)s′ = 0 , (1.1)
where  stands for the wave operator on the background metric (see eq. (2.2) below) and
the potential matrix W couples the different master scalars with the same helicity, which
are labeled by their spin. The components of the perturbations are first expressed into
gauge invariant combinations (eq. (3.4)), which are then expressed in terms of these master
scalars (eqs. (3.5), (3.7) and appendix C). The potentials are given in eqs. (3.6), (3.9), (3.12)
and (3.14). In section 3.4 we discuss when these still coupled master equations can be
further decoupled into single equations. Then in section 4 we discuss a sufficient criterion
for linear stability and apply it to several specific cases.
2 Setup
We consider the class of Einstein-Maxwell-scalar theories described by the following action,
S =
∫
dn+2x
√−g
(
R− 2Λ− η(∂φ)2 − 1
4
Z(φ)F 2 − V (φ)
)
, (2.1)
where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ is a cosmological constant, η is an arbitrary normalization
factor for the scalar field φ,2 F = dA is the field strength and V and Z are two arbitrary
functions of the scalar field, with V (0) = 0.
2This can be absorbed into φ but we keep it explicit to make it easier to substitute a particular model.
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Any time-independent n + 2 dimensional solution with a maximally symmetric n-
dimensional spatial part can be written as3
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + ζ(r)
2
f(r)
dr2 + S(r)2dX2(n,K) ,
A = a(r)dt .
(2.2)
Here dX2(n,K) is one of the three maximally symmetric n-dimensional spaces,
dX2(n,K) =


dx21 + . . .+ dx
2
n, K = 0 , planar
dΩ(n), K = +1 , spherical
dH(n), K = −1 , hyperbolic
. (2.3)
Here we note that while Kodama&Ishibashi approach [7, 8] is coordinate indepen-
dent we prefer to work with the fixed Fefferman-Graham, or Schwarzschild-like, coordinate
system (2.2). However, since our final result, eq. (1.1) is a scalar equation it can be eas-
ily expressed in any coordinate system; similarly the rules that express gauge invariant
quantities in terms of master scalars can be easily transformed (see appendix D).
In order to avoid cluttering the presentation, we leave any complications relating to
spherical or hyperbolic symmetry to appendix A, focussing here on the planar case. In the
results presented we do show the most general expressions, where the dependence on the
topology shows up only through the parameter K defined above and the eigenvalues −k2
of the corresponding Laplace operator.
The equations of motion following from eq. (2.1) lead to the following equations for
the background:4
φ′′=φ′
(
ζ ′
ζ
−nS
′
S
)
− a
′2Z ′+4ηf ′φ′−2ζ2V ′
4ηf
,
a′′= a′
(
ζ ′
ζ
−nS
′
S
− Z
′φ′
Z
)
,
S′′=
ζ ′S′
ζ
− η
n
Sφ′2 ,
0=S2
(
2ηfφ′2−Za′2)−2nSf ′S′−2n(n−1)fS′2+2ζ2 (n(n−1)K−S2(V +Λ)) ,
f ′′=Za′2+
f ′ζ ′
ζ
−(n−2)f
′S′
S
− 2(n−1)
S2
(
ζ2K−fS′2)− 2η
n
fφ′2 ,
(2.4)
where in a slight abuse of notation, primes indicate radial derivatives except when acting
on V or Z, where they indicate a derivative with respect to φ.
We further note that although we will work with the Fefferman-Graham coordinates
eq. (2.2) here, the final potentials in the master equations eq. (1.1) will be exactly equal in
3Note that we could set either ζ = 1 or S = r by a gauge transformation, but we choose to keep it in
this more general form.
4Here and in everything that follows, we extrapolate the dimensional dependence from our calculations
at n = 2, . . . , 9.
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the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates parametrized as,
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + 2ζ(r)dtdr + S(r)2dX2(n,K) , (2.5)
Any differences between the two will be shown in appendix D.
We will not specialize to any specific background, but consider any background that
satisfies these equations.
In the following section we will perturb this general solution and derive the master
equations that describe these perturbations.
3 Master equations
Perturbing the background solution to first order, we have to perturb all the fields: the
metric, the gauge field and the scalar. Because of the maximal symmetry of the spatial part
of the background, we can express the spatial dependence of these fluctuations using the
eigenfunctions of the Laplacian of the n-dimensional maximally symmetric space, which in
the present planar case are just plane waves, giving the following perturbations:
δgµν = hµν(t, r)e
ikx ,
δAµ = aµ(t, r)e
ikx ,
δφ = ϕ(t, r)eikx ,
(3.1)
where we’ve chosen the plane waves to propagate along the first spatial coordinate in
X =
(
x ≡ x(1), y ≡ x(2), . . . , z ≡ x(n)
)
.
The derivation of the master equations takes the following steps:
1. Organise the fluctuations into three different sectors or channels, according to their
transformations under the little group.
2. Rewrite the fluctuations into gauge-invariant combinations (or equivalently choose a
gauge that is fixed uniquely).
3. Rewrite those gauge-invariant combinations as linear combinations of master scalars
and their derivatives, where the master scalars themselves satisfy eq. (1.1).
We shall now discuss each step in turn.
3.1 Sectors
The perturbations eq. (3.1) naturally decouple into three sets of equations, as summarized
in table 1. The sectors are classified by their helicity, 0, 1 or 2, or whether the fluctuation
transforms as a scalar, vector or tensor once the momentum is fixed. Various different
names are used in the literature for these sectors, we will stick to scalar, vector and tensor
since these seem to be the most natural and context-independent.
In table 1 we summarize how the different components fall into the three sectors. We
adopt a convention where indices i, j take values from (t, r, x) and indices α 6= β take values
from (x2 ≡ y, . . . , xn ≡ z).
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h
s
hµν aµ ϕ copies ×Ncoupled names
0
hij h
6 1
ai
3
ϕ
1 1× 11
scalar
parity-even, polar
sound
1
hiα
(n− 1)× 3
aα
n− 1 − (n− 1)× 4
vector
parity-odd, axial
shear
2
hα,β hαα − hββ
1
2(n− 1)(n− 2) n− 2 − − 12(n+ 1)(n− 2)× 1
tensor
scalar
total 12(n+ 2)(n+ 3) n+ 2 1
1
2(n+ 3)(n+ 4)
Table 1. Decoupling of perturbations into sectors. Under each perturbation we note the number
of components involved. In the rightmost column we list some names that are common in the
literature for these sectors, here we use the underlined ones.
Each of the 1+(n−1)+(1/2)(n+1)(n−2) = (1/2)n(n+1)−1 copies in the fourth column
will include one gravitational master scalar. This number is equal to the number of graviton
polarisations, which can be counted as a symmetric n by n matrix, subtracting the trace.
The scalar sector is the most complicated one, since it receives contributions from
every field. In particular the scalar field itself of course falls into this sector. So do the
components of the gauge field and metric with i indices, and finally the trace of the spatial
metric perturbations, h. In the table we also list the number of components each of these
has. For the scalar sector there are 11 fluctuations in total, which all couple to each other.
In the next subsection we will show that the 11 coupled PDEs for fluctuations in this sector
are in fact 11 equations for 7 gauge invariant characteristics of scalar perturbations.
The vector sector consists of those fluctuations with one α index. This can be the
gauge field, or the metric where the other index is an i. Together these give 4 components,
times (n− 1) for the number of values that α can take. These are not all coupled though,
this sector further decouples into (n−1) identical copies of sets of 4 coupled equations, one
for each value of α. In the next subsection we will show that each copy of the 4 coupled
PDEs for fluctuations in this sector is in fact a copy of 4 equations for 3 gauge invariant
characteristics of vector perturbations.
Finally the tensor sector can only have contributions from the metric, and consists of
those metric fluctuations with two distinct indices α, β, of which there are 12(n− 1)(n− 2),
and differences of diagonal components, of which there are n−2 linearly independent ones.
This sector is particularly simple, since none of these couple to each other. Thus it falls
into (1/2)(n + 1)(n − 2) decoupled equations. All components in this sector are in fact
gauge invariant — see the next subsection.
Since the tensor sector equations are all identical we can consider only one tensor
perturbation, which we will take to be hyz. Furthermore since the vector sector consists of
identical sets of coupled equations for each value of α we can also consider only one copy
of those, which we shall take along the z direction, so we perturb htz, hrz, hxz and az. In
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the scalar sector we need all 11 perturbations, but instead of hxx and h we use different
linear combinations.
The perturbations we take are:
δgµν =


htt 1/2htr ik htx 0 . . . 0 htz
1/2htr hrr ik hrx 0 . . . 0 hrz
ik htx ik hrx hxx 0 . . . 0 ikhxz
0 0 0 hyy 0 0 hyz
...
...
... 0
. . . 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
. . . 0
htz hrz ikhxz hyz 0 0 hzz


eikx ,
δAµ =
(
at , ar , ikax , 0 , . . . , 0 , az
)
eikx ,
δφ = ϕeikx ,
(3.2)
where each function now depends on (t, r), and we further rewrite:
hxx =
1
n
(
h+ − (n− 1)k2h−
)
,
hyy = · · · = hzz = 1
n
(
h+ + k
2h−
)
.
This particular convention comes from the decomposition into scalar, vector and tensor
components for general maximally symmetric topologies that we do in appendix A, taking
the planar case.
3.2 Gauge invariant fluctuations
We can now use gauge transformations to simplify this further.
We do an infinitesimal coordinate transformation xµ → xµ + ξµ and an infinitesimal
gauge transformation Aµ → Aµ +∇µλ, where ξµ and λ are arbitrary functions of (t, r). If
we keep the background fields invariant, the perturbations have to transform as,
δgµν → δgµν −∇µξν −∇νξµ ,
δAµ → δAµ +∇µλ− ξν∇νAµ −Aν∇µξν ,
δφ → δφ− ξν∇νφ .
(3.3)
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Now we further decompose the fluctuations into gauge-independent and gauge-
dependent ones. We find the following set of gauge-independent combinations:
helicity 2:
hyz ≡ hyz ,
helicity 1:
htz ≡ htz − ∂thxz ,
hrz ≡ hrz − ∂rhxz + 2S
′
S
hxz ,
az ≡ az ,
helicity 0:
htt ≡ htt − 2∂thtx + ∂2t h− +
f ′
2nSS′
(h+ + k
2h−) ,
htr ≡ htr − 2∂rhtx + ∂t∂rh− + 2f
′
f
htx − f
′
f
∂th− − ζ
2
nfSS′
∂t(h+ + k
2h−) ,
hrr ≡ hrr − ζ
2
nfS′S
∂r(h+ + k
2h−)
+
(
ζ2
2nf2S2S′
(Sf ′ + 2fS′)− η ζ
2
n2fS′2
φ′2
)
(h+ + k
2h−) ,
hrx ≡ hrx − 1
2
∂rh− +
S′
S
h− − ζ
2
2nfSS′
(h+ + k
2h−) ,
at ≡ at − ∂tax − a
′
2nSS′
(h+ + k
2h−) ,
ar ≡ ar − ∂rax + a
′
2f
∂th− − a
′
f
htx ,
ϕ ≡ ϕ− φ
′
2nSS′
(h+ + k
2h−) ,
(3.4)
Note here that although K does not appear in these expressions, these are the correct
expressions for any K. Although these expressions are independent of K, the definition of
the components through eq. (3.2) does need to be modified, see appendix A.
Note the structure of these definitions. The gauge invariants are formed by some
subset of the components, “dressed” with the other components and their derivatives to
make them gauge invariant. In the tensor sector this is trivial. If we demand this structure
and that the coefficients are known algebraically in terms of the background, this choice
of gauge invariants is unique in the vector sector. In the scalar sector there is however
another choice. The one we have chosen is the Detweiler gauge [22, 23]. Instead one could
have chosen the Regge-Wheeler gauge, where h+ is taken as the basis for a gauge invariant
instead of hrx. We find the Detweiler gauge simpler to work with, however we note that
since the master equations are gauge invariant, it actually does not matter for the final
potentials. Intermediate results in the Regge-Wheeler gauge are discussed in appendix D.
When these gauge invariants are substituted into the perturbation equations, the re-
maining non-gauge-invariant “dressing” components (hxz in the vector sector and htx, h±
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h
s
hµν aµ ϕ
0
htt, htr, hrr, hrx
htx (ξt), h+ (ξr), h− (ξx)
Φ
(0)
2
at, ar
ax (λ)
Φ
(0)
1
ϕ
-
Φ
(0)
0
1
htz, hrz
hxz (ξz)
Φ
(1)
2
az
-
Φ
(1)
1 -
2
hyz
-
Φ
(2)
2 - -
Table 2. Decoupling of sectors into gauge-independent components. For each sector and each field
we list first the gauge-invariant components, then in the line below the gauge-dependent ones and
behind them in brackets the gauge parameter that can be used to set it to zero. The bottom line
is the master scalar of that field in that sector.
and ax in the scalar sector) automatically drop out. Instead of using the gauge invariant
components one may use the gauge freedom to set these components to zero, fixing the
gauge. We stress that fixing the gauge, to Regge-Wheeler or Detweiler gauge, is completely
equivalent to working with gauge-invariant variables.
This step, and the next, are summarized in table 2.
3.3 Master equations
The former two steps, the decoupling of independent sectors and the decoupling of gauge-
dependent modes, are quite standard and technically simple, and it is no surprise that this
can be done. The final step from the gauge invariant fluctuations to the master scalars is
technically more difficult, and here it is also not clear why the equations can be written in
the simple form that we will see.
Conceptually however this step is also very simple. We assume that we can express all
the fluctuations at a given spin and helicity into a single so-called “master scalar”, which
satisfies a Klein-Gordon equation with a certain potential. We make an ansatz for the coeffi-
cients relating the gauge-invariant components to the master scalars, and for the potentials.
Then we insert this ansatz into the perturbation equations and try to find a solution.
Around a vacuum solution, where the gauge field and scalar are zero in the background
and only consist of the fluctuations, the different spins also decouple. So for a given helicity
and spin (h, s) we can express all the fluctuations in terms of a single master scalar Φ
(h)
s
that satisfies a Klein-Gordon equation with a potential W
(h)
s,s .
The coefficients and potentials in the ansatz are found by plugging the ansatz into
the perturbation equations, and using the background equations (2.4) and the master
equations (1.1) (which involve the as yet unknown potentials) to simplify. In each equation
every coefficient of the master scalar and its derivatives must individually vanish, provided
the master equations have been imposed. This system of equations is such that for a
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given helicity and spin one has to solve a single simple first order ODE, that can be solved
analytically. This gives one integration constant for each spin and helicity, corresponding to
an arbitrary normalization of the master scalar. The rest of the equations are algebraic and
can easily be solved, although in practice it can be rather difficult even with Mathematica.
What changes when there is a gauge field and/or scalar field in the background, is
that now the master scalars in a given sector couple through the non-derivative interaction
potentials W
(h)
s,s′ . Remarkably, and non-trivially, these interaction potentials can be made
symmetric through a choice of the aforementioned integration constants. This leaves one
free integration constant per sector, that does not affect the potentials but just scales all
the master equations by the same constant. In order to get the master equations in this
form, the gauge-invariants also have to receive contributions from the other master scalars
at different spins.
We will now look at the results of this procedure sector by sector.
3.3.1 Tensor sector
In the tensor sector, only present for n > 2, nothing changes with respect to the vacuum
case. The fluctuation is proportional to the master scalar as,
hyz ≡ S2Φ(2)2 , (3.5)
and the master scalar satisfies a free Klein-Gordon equation,
W (2)(r) =
k2
S2
. (3.6)
Note that this single term comes simply from the Laplacian acting on a scalar eigenfunction,
meaning that tensor modes satisfy a free, massless scalar field equation.
3.3.2 Vector sector
The vector sector, which is present only for n > 1, is still quite simple and similar to the
vacuum case, in that there is no mixing between different fields at the level of the master
scalars,
htz ≡ n
kk˜
fSS′
ζ
Φ
(1)
2 +
1
kk˜
fS2
ζ
∂rΦ
(1)
2 ,
hrz ≡ 1
kk˜
ζS2
f
∂tΦ
(1)
2 ,
az ≡ 1
k
S√
Z
Φ
(1)
1 ,
(3.7)
where we have defined k˜ ≡ √k2 − nK and we have chosen an overall normalization of the
master scalars to reflect the singularity of the zero momentum, or in spherical setting l = 1,
limits, see appendix B.1.
However as mentioned we get two equations which are coupled through the potential
matrix,
W (1) =
(
W
(1)
1,1 W
(1)
1,2
W
(1)
1,2 W
(1)
2,2
)
, (3.8)
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where
W
(1)
1,1(r) =
k2
S2
− f
′S′
ζ2S
+ (n− 2)
(
K
S2
− fS
′2
ζ2S2
)
+
Za′2
ζ2
+
fηφ′2
nζ2
− 1
8ηζ2
Z ′
Z
V
− Z
′2
Z2
fφ′2
4ζ2
− Z
′
Z
fS′φ′
ζ2S
+
fφ′2Z ′′
2ζ2Z
,
W
(1)
1,2(r) = −
√
k2 − nK
√
Za′
ζS
,
W
(1)
2,2(r) =
k2
S2
− n
(
f ′S′
ζ2S
− fS
′2
ζ2S2
+
K
S2
)
+ η
fφ′2
ζ2
,
(3.9)
and
V(r) = −2ζ2V ′ + a′2Z ′ . (3.10)
Note that as expected, when the background gauge field vanishes, the equations decouple.
Also note that the factor
√
k2 − nK in the interaction potential. In the planar case this
becomes simply k, and the equations decouple in the zero momentum limit. In the spherical
case this factor becomes equal to
√
(l − 1)(l + n), so that the equations again decouple if
l = 1. This makes sense too, because at l = 1 there are no dynamical degrees of freedom
in the metric, only in the gauge field.
3.3.3 Scalar sector
Here it gets significantly more complicated, and we present the gauge invariants in ap-
pendix C. These are expressed in terms of three master scalars Φ
(0)
2 ,Φ
(0)
1 and Φ
(0)
0 , which
in vacuum would correspond to the gravitational, gauge field and scalar fluctuations re-
spectively. In the general case however, both the metric and the gauge field fluctuations
receive contributions from all three master scalars, while the scalar field gets a contribution
from the gravitational master scalar in addition to its own.
These three master scalars again satisfy the coupled Klein-Gordon equations (1.1) with
the potential matrix,
W (0) =


W
(0)
0,0 W
(0)
0,1 W
(0)
0,2
W
(0)
0,1 W
(0)
1,1 W
(0)
1,2
W
(0)
0,2 W
(0)
1,2 W
(0)
2,2

 . (3.11)
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The three diagonal potentials are,
W
(0)
0,0(r) =
k2
S2
+
φ′
D2ζ2
(
ζ2k2
nS′
A+ FDSV + 2ηfφ′ (FP + 4ζ4k2 (k2 − (n− 1)K))
+ 2ηFDφ′ (Sf ′ + (n− 2)fS′)
)
− 1
4ηζ2
(V ′ − 2a′2Z ′2/Z) ,
W
(0)
1,1(r) =
k2
S2
+
Za′2
D2ζ2
(
n2S′2F (Sf ′ − 2(n− 1)fS′)+ 2fn2S2Za′2S′2
+ 4fζ2
(
nS′2
(
(2n− 3)k2 − n(n− 1)K)+ k2ηS2φ′2)+ 4ζ4k4
)
+
1
Z
(
Z ′
8ηζ2
V + f(n− 1)S
′φ′
ζ2S
Z ′ − fZ
′′φ′2
2ζ2
)
+
2nfSS′Z ′φ′a′2
Dζ2
− (n− 1)
(
nf ′S′ − fηSφ′2)
ζ2nS
+
3fZ ′2φ′2
4ζ2Z2
,
W
(0)
2,2(r) =
k2
S2
+
n− 1
nS2D2
(
4n2
(
k2 − nK) fS2a′2ZS′2 − 8nζ4k4K
+ 8ηζ2fS2φ′2k2
(
k2 − nK)
+ 2n2S′2F (Sf ′ (2k2 − nK)+ 2fS′ ((n− 2)k2 − n(n− 1)K))
+ 8ζ2
(
nS′
(
fS′
(
k4 − n(n− 2)k2K + n2(n− 1)K2)− k4Sf ′))
)
,
(3.12)
where we have further defined,
F(r) = 2fS′ − Sf ′ ,
D(r) = 2ζ2k2 − nS′F ,
P(r) = (ηS2φ′2 − nS′2)F ,
A(r) = 4nηfS′S2Za′2φ′ ,
(3.13)
and where again primes indicate radial derivatives except when acting on V , Z or V , where
they indicate a derivative with respect to φ.
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The three interaction potentials are,
W
(0)
0,1(r)=−
k
√
Za′√
2D2ζ√η
(
A+DSV+D
2Z ′
SZ
+2ηDSfφ′2Z ′/Z
+4ηfφ′
(P−n(n−1)S′2F−2ζ2S′ ((1−2n)k2+n(n−1)K))
)
,
W
(0)
0,2(r)= k
√
k2−nK
√
n−1√
n
√
ηSD2
×
(
A+DSV+4ηfφ′ (P+2ζ2nS′ (k2−(n−1)K))
)
,
W
(0)
1,2(r)=
√
k2−nK
√
2
√
n−1√Za′
ζ
√
nSD2
(
2fn2S2Za′2S′2+n2Sf ′S′2F
+4fζ2
(
nS′2
(
k2(n−2)−K(n−1)n)+k2ηS2φ′2)
+DfnSS′φ′Z
′
Z
+4ζ4k4
)
,
(3.14)
We note again that if either the scalar or the gauge field vanish on the background,
their respective master scalars decouple from the rest. Furthermore at zero momentum in
the planar case, all equations decouple.
3.4 Full decoupling
The final master equations are a single decoupled equation for the tensor sector, two coupled
equations for the vector sector and three coupled equations for the scalar sector.
We would like to be able to decouple the vector and scalar sector further to fully
decoupled equations. If this is possible, the decoupled potentials would be the eigenvalues
of the potential matrix,
W
(1)
± =
1
2
(
W
(1)
1,1 +W
(1)
2,2 ±
√(
W
(1)
1,1 −W (1)2,2
)2
+ 4
(
W
(1)
1,2
)2)
. (3.15)
However, it is only possible to decouple the equations in this way if the eigenvectors
of the potential matrix do not depend on r. Computing the eigenvalues and taking the
r-derivative, one finds that the equations can be decoupled under the condition that:
∂r log
(
W
(1)
1,2
)
= ∂r log
(
W
(1)
1,1 −W (1)2,2
)
(3.16)
More simply, they can be decoupled if
W
(1)
1,1 −W (1)2,2
W
(1)
1,2
= const. , (3.17)
and in that case, the r-dependence in the square root in the eigenvalues factors out, leaving
a square root only of constants.
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In the sound channel the algebra is a bit more complicated, with the decoupled poten-
tials being the following eigenvalues of the potential matrix (if it can be decoupled):
W (0)σ =
1
3
(
T + σT
2 + 3U
C +
C
σ
)
, (3.18)
where σ are the three roots of σ3 = 2, and
T = tr
(
W (0)
)
,
U = 1
2
(
tr
((
W (0)
)2)
− T 2
)
,
D = det
(
W (0)
)
,
C = (27D + 2T 3 + 9T U +R)1/3 ,
R =
((
27D + 2T 3 + 9T U)2 − 4 (T 2 + 3U2)3)1/2 .
(3.19)
Again this decoupling can only be done when the eigenvectors are constant, we have
however not been able to derive a simple criterion such as eq. (3.17) in this case.
3.5 Comparison to Kodama-Ishibashi
To compare with the results of Kodama and Ishibashi [8] for Reissner-Nordstro¨m we turn
off the scalar field,
φ(r) = 0 , V (φ) = 0 , Z(φ) = 1 , (3.20)
and we insert the Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution,
ζ(r) = 1 ,
S(r) = r ,
a(r) =
√
2n
n− 1Qr
1−n ,
f(r) = K − λr2 − 2M
rn−1
+
Q2
r2n−2
.
(3.21)
From the decoupling condition eq. (3.17) we see by inserting this background that the
equations can be decoupled:
W
(1)
1,1 −W (1)2,2
W
(1)
1,2
=
1√
k2 −Kn
(
n2 − 1)√
2n(n− 1)
(
K − λ+Q2)
Q
, (3.22)
and since we’ve set the scalar to zero the scalar sector also has only two equations, so we
can apply the same criterion and find:
W
(0)
1,1 −W (0)2,2
W
(0)
1,2
=
1√
k2 −Kn
n+ 1
2
(
K − λ+Q2)
Q
. (3.23)
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So the equations can indeed be fully decoupled and the resulting potentials are the
eigenvalues of our potential matrices.
In order to compare these with KI we first have to transform them to the Schro¨dinger
form,
VS(r) =W (r) +
(
n
4
S′
S2ζ2
(
2Sf ′ + (n− 2)fS′)− n
2
fζ ′
ζ3
S′
S
+
n
2
f
ζ2
S′′
S
)
1 . (3.24)
We will see how this arises in the next section, and note that this redefinition drops out in
the condition of eq. (3.17).
Computing the eigenvalues, which we shall call W˜ (h), from these potential matrices in
Schro¨dinger form, we obtain for the tensor sector:
W˜ (2) =
1
4r2(n+1)
(
r2n
(
4k2 +K(n− 2)n− λn(n+ 2)r2)+ 2Mn2rn+1 + (2− 3n)nQ2r2) ,
(3.25)
which agrees with eq. (3.7) in [8] (with λL = k
2 + 2(n− 1)K).
In the vector sector we obtain the two eigenvalues:
W˜
(1)
± =
1
4
r−2(n+1)
(
r2n
(
4k2 + (n− 2)n (K − λr2))
− 2M (n2 + 2) rn+1 + n(5n− 2)Q2r2)± ∆(1)
r(n+1)
,
∆(1) =
√
(n2 − 1)2M2 + 2n(n− 1)(k2 − nK)Q2 ,
(3.26)
which agrees with eq. (4.38) in [8] (with kV = k
2 −K).
Finally in the scalar sector we obtain two significantly more complicated eigenvalues:
W˜
(0)
± = W˜
(0)
1 (r)±∆(0)W˜ (0)2 (r) ,
∆(0) =
√
(n2 − 1)2M2 + 4(n− 1)2(k2 − nK)Q2 ,
(3.27)
with W˜
(0)
1,2 functions too long to reproduce here.
This again agrees with KI, eq. (5.61)–(5.63), although superficially they appear very
different, in particular the structure of eq. (3.27) is not visible in [8].
4 Stability
If we define Φ
(h)
s (t, r) = e−iωtS(r)−n/2Ψ
(h)
s (r), and evaluate eq. (1.1) in Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates (2.5), we obtain the following Schro¨dinger-like equation,
X ≡ ∂r
(
f
ζ
∂rΨ(r)
)
− 2iω∂rΨ(r)− ζVS(r)Ψ(r) = 0 , (4.1)
where for simplicity we drop s indices and h labels, but Ψ is still a vector with 1, 2
or 3 components for the tensor, vector and scalar channel respectively, and VS is the
corresponding Schro¨dinger potential matrix, that is related to the original potential W in
eq. (1.1) as in eq. (3.24).
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From the Schro¨dinger-like equation (4.1) it is possible to derive a sufficient, but not
necessary, condition for linear stability of the corresponding fluctuation [24]. We review
the argument here.
Start by defining the vanishing integral,
I ≡ −
∫
∞
rh
Ψ¯X =
∫
∞
rh
(
−Ψ¯∂r
(
f
ζ
∂rΨ
)
+ 2iωΨ¯∂rΨ+ ζΨ¯VSΨ
)
. (4.2)
By partial integration, this can be written as
I =
∫
∞
rh
(
f
ζ
|∂rΨ|2 + 2iωΨ¯∂rΨ+ ζΨ¯VSΨ
)
− f
ζ
Ψ¯∂rΨ|∞rh . (4.3)
Provided Ψ is regular at the horizon and dies off sufficiently fast at infinity, which are
exactly the conditions for quasinormal modes, the boundary term vanishes.
From the above we obtain,
Im(I) = 0 =
∫
∞
rh
(
ωΨ¯∂rΨ+ ω¯Ψ∂rΨ¯
)
, (4.4)
where we have used that W , and thus V , is a real and symmetric matrix.
Now integrating the last term by parts we get
(ω − ω¯)
∫
∞
rh
Ψ¯∂rΨ = ω¯|Ψ(rh)|2 − ω¯|Ψ(∞)|2 , (4.5)
where the last term vanishes again assuming that Ψ dies off sufficiently fast.
Inserting this into I we finally obtain:
J ≡
∫
∞
rh
(
f
ζ
|∂rΨ|2 + ζΨ¯VSΨ
)
= −|ω|
2
ωI
|Ψ(rh)|2 . (4.6)
From this we see that ωI is negative, meaning the perturbation is stable, if and only if
the integral J is positive. Since we do not know Ψ(r), this is not directly useful. However
a sufficient condition is that the eigenvalues of V are positive everywhere outside of the
black hole.
We stress that it is not required that although in practice it helps if the equations can
be further decoupled, it is not necessary for this argument. The only requirement is that
the potential matrix be symmetric (or more generally Hermitian), which it explicitly is for
any theory within our setup.
4.1 S-deformation
We can get something more by transforming the integral with what is called an S-
deformation [8].
For some arbitrary, possibly matrix valued, function S, define
D˜ ≡ ∂r + ζ
f
S ,
V˜S ≡ VS + 1
ζ
(
S ′ − ζ
f
S2
)
,
J˜ ≡
∫
∞
rh
dr
(
f
ζ
|D˜Ψ|2 + ζΨ¯V˜SΨ
)
.
(4.7)
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Provided the boundary term S|Ψ|2|∞rh vanishes and S is real and symmetric, or more
generally a Hermitian matrix, J˜ = J .
So if we can find any S-deformation that makes the deformed potential positive every-
where, the corresponding perturbation is stable.
In practice, if the system can be decoupled it is usually easier to first decouple and
then find an S-deformation for the decoupled potentials. However, it is also possible,
and indeed if they do not decouple the only way, to deform the potential matrix with a
Hermitian matrix S, and then try to show positivity of the eigenvalues of the deformed
potential matrix.
This was used in [25] to prove stability of Reissner-Nordstro¨m black holes. If an
analytic S-deformation cannot be found one can also look for a numerical S-deformation
that is regular and makes the transformed potential vanish [26].
In the following sections we find analytic S-deformations to prove stability for various
specific cases.
4.2 Stability of tensor perturbations
The tensor perturbations are the simplest of all, having a potential W (2) that comes only
from the eigenvalue of the Laplacian, with the additional contribution of eq. (3.24).
We can deform this with the S-deformation
S(2) = −n
2
fS′
ζS
, (4.8)
to obtain the manifestly positive deformed potential:
V˜
(2)
S =
k2
S2
. (4.9)
Hence the tensor modes are always stable.
4.3 Stability of vector perturbations in Einstein-scalar theory
The vector sector is already significantly more complicated and we cannot prove stability
in general.
However for specific cases we can, and curiously in the cases where it can be done, it
can be done with the same simple S-deformation:
S(1) = +n
2
fS′
ζS
, (4.10)
the negative of the tensor one.
In particular if we turn off the gauge field, leaving just Einstein-scalar theory with
an arbitrary potential, we are left with a single decoupled equation and the rather simple
potential W
(1)
2,2 . The modified potential becomes,
V˜
(1)
S =
k2 − nK
S2
. (4.11)
This is manifestly positive for K = 0 and −1, and in the spherical case k2 = l(l+n−1),
so the numerator becomes (l− 1)(l+ n), also manifestly positive since in the vector sector
l ≥ 1.
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4.4 Stability of vector perturbations of the GMGHS black hole
We now turn to a more involved application that has all the fields in our ansatz, an
asymptotically flat charged black hole with a dilaton in 3+1 dimensions, which minimizes
the action given by our ansatz (2.1), with
η = 2 ,
V (φ) = 0 ,
Λ = 0 ,
Z(φ) = 4e−2αφ ,
(4.12)
where α is a free parameter corresponding to the dilaton coupling. For α = 0 this reduces
to the usual Reissner-Nordstro¨m action, while for α = 1 this is the low energy effective
action obtained from heterotic string theory.
The solution is given by [18, 19],
f(r) =
(
1− R+
r
)(
1− R−
r
) 1−α2
1+α2
,
ζ(r) = 1 ,
S(r) = r
(
1− R−
r
) α2
1+α2
,
a(r) =
√
R+R−
1 + α2
1
r
,
eαφ(r) =
(
1− R−
r
) α2
1+α2
,
(4.13)
where R+ ≥ R− are the horizon and singularity respectively, in which the charge and mass
can be expressed as: 2M = R+ +
1−α2
1+α2
R− and Q
2 = R+R−
1+α2
.
For this solution, the master equations can be completely decoupled. Indeed this was
already noted in [27], where stability was also argued for by numerical inspection of the
decoupled potentials for several parameter values, although without analytical proof. Per-
turbations of this background were also analysed in the small charge approximation in [28].
Here we can prove stability analytically in the vector sector with the same S-
deformation of eq. (4.10), and the process is only slightly more involved. The deformed
potential takes the form,
V˜
(1)
S± =
(1−R−/r)
2
1+η2
2r(r −R−)2
(
2R− (1 + δl (3 + δl)) + 3δR+ 2δl (3 + δl) (δr + δR)±∆
+
4R−
1 + η2
)
,
(4.14)
where
∆2 =
16δl(δl + 3)
(
η2 + 1
)
R−(δR+R−) +
(
3δR
(
η2 + 1
)
+ 2
(
η2 + 3
)
R−
)2
(η2 + 1)2
, (4.15)
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and to be able to more easily show positivity we have defined the manifestly positive, or
at least non-negative, quantities:
δR = R+ −R− ,
δr = r −R+ ,
δl = l − 1 .
(4.16)
Now in V˜
(1)
S+ every symbol is positive, and there are no minus signs in the expression,
so this is manifestly positive.
To show the same for V˜
(1)
S− , we have to show that ∆ is smaller than the sum of the other
terms in the expression. Or equivalently, we can show that ∆2 is smaller than the square
of the sum of the remaining terms. Simply writing this out using the same definitions as
above, this is immediately seen to be true.
In the scalar channel the equations can also be decoupled. However the resulting
potentials are very complicated and we have not been able to do a similar analytic stability
proof in this case.
5 Discussion
We have reduced the problem of linear fluctuations in Einstein-Maxwell-scalar theories with
maximally symmetric horizons to a small set of master scalars, one for each graviton po-
larization, in which everything can be expressed analytically. The equations fall into three
sectors, tensor, vector and scalar, consisting of respectively a single decoupled equations
and 2 and 3 coupled equations.
Although the potentials in the resulting master equations are rather complicated, the
form is conceptually very simple. In fact it is not clear to us why we could obtain such a
simple form, in particular with symmetric potential matrices in the coupled equations.
Furthermore, in several cases, such as Reissner-Nordstro¨m and the GMGHS black hole
of [18, 19], the coupled equations can be decoupled further into fully decoupled equations.
However there also exist analytic solutions, such as the asymptotically Lifshitz black brane
of [20], where this cannot be done. It is not clear to us on a general level what distinguishes
these theories.
The symmetry of the potential matrices allows one to derive a sufficient condition for
stability, and the full decoupling makes it simpler to apply.
Furthermore our way of deriving the master equations is conceptually very simple and
we believe would be rather simple to generalize to for instance other matter content. One
simply has to find an ansatz which is sufficiently, but not too, general and ask Mathematica
nicely to solve it for you.
We expect that our results can be straightforwardly generalized to include also time-
dependence in the background, as was done in [8, 12, 21]
Finally we wish to comment on the differences with the Kovtun-Starinets (KS) ap-
proach [29] to solve fluctuation equations for black-branes, a widely used approach in holog-
raphy. In appendix E we go into more detail. Instead of expressing all gauge-invariants
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in terms of a master scalar, KS single out one gauge-invariant, htt, and decouple its equa-
tion from the others. We believe that the Kodama-Ishibashi approach that we follow has
several advantages. On a more conceptual level, one explicitly solves all the equations of
motion by solving the master scalar equations, and one can reconstruct analytically all of
the components of the metric and the matter fields. Furthermore the master equations one
obtains are covariant. On a practical, numerical, level, we find that the master equations
are more accurate in finding the quasinormal modes in several ways. We discuss this in
appendix E, along with a quantitative comparison.
In holographic studies a full quasinormal mode analysis is often lacking, especially in
the most complicated sound channel. We hope that this work simplifies this sufficiently
to make such a complete analysis more accessible and thus more common. The master
equations are available in Mathematica notebook form upon request to the authors.
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A Spherical case
A convenient way to parametrize all three n-dimensional maximally symmetric spaces at
once is as X = (x1 ≡ x, x2 ≡ y, x3, . . . , xn−1, xn ≡ z) and
dX2(1) = dx
2
n ,
dX2(i) =
1(
1−Kx2n−i+1
)dx2n−i+1 + (1−Kx2n−i+1) dX2(i−1) , (A.1)
where i = 2, . . . , n and
K =


+1 spherical
0 planar
−1 hyperbolic
. (A.2)
The difficult part of the spherical case with respect to the planar is the decomposition
into the three sectors. That is, to find an ansatz for the fluctuations analogous to eq. (3.2),
in such a way that the decomposition given in table 1 still applies. Note that the very simple
ansatz in the planar case no longer suffices because under a rotation components get mixed.
Once such an ansatz has been found, everything else goes through in exactly the same
manner, so here we discuss this ansatz.
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To find this ansatz we follow the treatment of the harmonics on maximally symmetric
spaces in appendix B of [30].
The basic ingredient for constructing the different components is of course the scalar
eigenfunction S of the Laplacian on the maximally symmetric space D2, with eigenvalue k2,
D2S + k2S = 0 . (A.3)
We can choose S that depends only on x, and the equation becomes
(
1−Kx2)S′′(x) = nKxS′(x)− k2S(x) , (A.4)
with k2 = l(l + n− 1).
With this we can immediately write the (t, r) part of the fluctuations as (a, b ∈ {t, r})
δgab =
(
htt 1/2htr
1/2htr hrr
)
S(x) , (A.5)
this piece can remain unchanged apart from the change of the scalar eigenfunction S(x).
Any vector can be decomposed into a longitudinal and transverse part,
V = VL + VT ,
DiVT,i = 0 ,
VL,i = ∂iS .
(A.6)
For the longitudinal part we already have an explicit expression in terms of S, and
furthermore since S depends only on x it reduces to a single component. This will also
contribute to the scalar sector and can be used to express htx and hrx.
The transverse part will contribute to the vector sector and is not readily expressible in
terms of the scalar S. It must however satisfy the equation (as does the longitudinal part),
D2VT +
(
k2 −K)VT = 0 , (A.7)
with a shifted eigenvalue.
As in the planar case there are n−1 solutions, but it suffices to find a single one, since by
symmetry all should satisfy the same equations. The simplest solution to this equation is,
VT,n = SV (x) , VT,i = 0(i 6= n) ,(
1−Kx2)S′′V (x) = (n− 2)KxS′V (x)− (k2 + (n− 2)K)SV (x) . (A.8)
Note that we had to choose the last component to be nonzero in order to avoid explicit
dependence on the other coordinates on the sphere.
With these we can express the ai part of the metric fluctuations, where a ∈ {t, r} and
i goes over the remaining coordinates, as,
δgai =
(
htxS
′(x) 0 . . . 0 htzSV (x)
hrxS
′(x) 0 . . . 0 hrzSV (x)
)
, (A.9)
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and any symmetric tensor can be decomposed into a transverse, traceless and symmetric
part, a longitudinal part and a trace part,
T = TTT + TL + TT ,
TT,ij = SΩij ,
TL,ij = DiVj +DjVi ,
DiTTT,ij = 0 ,
T iTT,i = 0 .
(A.10)
So we already have explicit expressions for the trace and longitudinal part. The former
contributes to the scalar sector through h+, and the latter comes in two parts since for the
vector it’s built on we can take the longitudinal or transverse vector. It is more convenient
to redefine these as:
TLT,ij = DiVT,j +DjVT,i ,
TLL,ij = DiVL,j +DjVL,i − 2
n
DkVL,kΩij .
(A.11)
Here TLT will contribute to the vector sector through hxz, and TLL will contribute to the
scalar sector through h−.
The transverse traceless part must satisfy the equation (as do the other components),
D2TTT +
(
k2 − 2K)TTT = 0 , (A.12)
Again it suffices to find a single solution to this equation, which we have found to be,
TTT,yz =
(
1−Ky2)−(n−1)/2
(
n−2∏
i=2
(1−Kx2i )
)
ST (x) , TT,ij =0((i, j) 6=(y,z)) ,
(
1−Kx2)S′′T (x) = (n−4)KxS′T (x)−
(
k2+2K
(
1−(n−4) Kx
2
1−Kx2
))
ST (x) . (A.13)
This component is in the tensor sector.
Summarizing, the full metric perturbation we do is,
δgµν =
(
httdt
2+htrdtdr+hrrdr
2+
1
n
h+Ωijdx
idxj
)
S+2(htxdtdx+hrxdrdx)S
′(x)
+2(htzdtdz+hrzdrdz)SV +
(
1
2
h−TLL,ij+hxzTLT,ij+hyzTTT,ij
)
dxidxj , (A.14)
and this reduces exactly to eq. (3.2) when K = 0.
B Special cases
In this appendix we discuss the special cases, which are l = 1 and l = 0 in the spherical
case and k = 0 in the planar case. Although these cases are special, at the end of the day
if one is interested in the quasinormal mode spectrum, one can use the potentials derived
for the general case here as well.
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B.1 Spherical l = 1 in vector sector
In the following derivation, we follow [31]. For l = 1, there is no hxz in the harmonic
decomposition, therefore htz and hrz defined in (3.4) are not gauge invariant anymore. We
can fix the gauge to set hrz = 0. Then, from equations Etz = 0 and Erz = 0, we find:
∂r
(
htz
S2
)
= −
√
Za′
S
Φ
(1)
1 − c1
ζ
Sn+2
,
az =
S√
Z
Φ
(1)
1 ,
(B.1)
c1 being an arbitrary constant. Φ
(1)
1 fulfils an inhomogeneous wave equation:
Φ
(1)
1 −W (1)1,1Φ(1)1 = c1
√
Za′
ζSn+1
, (B.2)
where potentialW
(1)
1,1 is given by (3.12) with K = 1 and k =
√
n (l = 1). The interpretation
of (B.2) is the following: particular (stationary) solutions contribute to the angular mo-
mentum of the black hole (e.g. to linearised Kerr-Newman black hole in 3+1 dimensions),
whereas the homogeneous solution is the dynamical degree of freedom of an electromagnetic
field.
B.2 Spherical l = 0 and l = 1 in scalar sector
At l = 0 (with K = 1, so k = 0) the only dynamical degree of freedom is in the scalar
field. Naively plugging this in into our potentials, one sees that now the interaction terms
between the scalar master scalar and the others, W
(0)
0,1 and W
(0)
0,2 vanish. So one is left with
a decoupled master equation for the only physical degree of freedom which is in the scalar
field, and the potential is simply the one we found,W
(0)
0,0 , which is perfectly regular for k = 0.
To obtain this result, we firstly use the fact that for l = 0 there are no htx, hrx, h−
and ax components of perturbations and no ξx gauge vector component. Gauge invariants
defined for k2 > n do not make sense anymore. Instead, we can use ξt, ξr and λ to set e.g.
htr, h+ and at to zero. Making such a choice, we are left with four variables: htt, htr, ar,
ϕ. As expected, scalar field is the only dynamical variable in the system:
ϕ = Φ
(0)
0 . (B.3)
This master scalar satisfies the wave equation with the potential W
(0)
0,0 of the general case,
with l = 0 plugged in, but, as well as in the vector l = 1 case, this wave equation is
inhomogeneous:
Φ
(0)
0 −W (0)0,0Φ(0)0 =
c0(a
′2Z ′ − 2ζ2V ′)
4fζηSn−1S′
+
c0 (Sf
′ + f(n− 1)S′)φ′
fζSnS′
− c0ηφ
′3
ζnSn−2S′2
, (B.4)
c0 being an arbitrary constant. The other fluctuations can be found from the Einstein
equations directly. In contrary to l ≥ 2, however, not all of them can be directly expressed
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by a master scalar and it’s derivatives, but integration for htt and ar will be necessary:
hrr =
c0ζ
3
f2Sn−1S′
+
2ζ2ηSφ′
fnS′
Φ
(0)
0 ,
f∂r
(
htt
f
)
=
(
S
(
2ζ2V ′ − Z ′a′2 − 4ηf ′φ′)
2nS′
+
2fη2S2φ′3
n2S′2
− 2(n− 1)ηfφ
′
n
)
Φ
(0)
0 +
− 2fηSφ
′
nS′
∂rΦ
(0)
0 +
c0ζ
(
fηS2φ′2 − nSf ′S′ − fn(n− 1)S′2)
fnSnS′2
,
∂tar =
a′htt
2f
+
1
n
a′
(
nZ ′
Z
− ηSφ
′
S′
)
Φ
(0)
0 −
c0ζa
′
2fSn−1S′
.
(B.5)
The constant c0 corresponds to a static perturbation of the zeroth order solution (e.g. to a
shift of mass in the Reissner-Nordstro¨m background).
The case l = 1 (with K = 1, so k2 = n) is special because since the metric has spin 2,
it does not have any dynamical degrees of freedom with l = 1. This is the reason that we
see factors of
√
k2 − nK in the potentials. In particular this factor occurs as a prefactor in
all interaction potentials of the gravitational master scalar with the others, so W
(1)
1,2 , W
(0)
0,2
and W
(0)
1,2 . So simply plugging in l = 1 in the potentials we have the master equations
for the scalar and gauge field fluctuations, which do have physical degrees of freedom with
l = 1, and they decouple from the unphysical gravitational degrees of freedom.
To see this more concretely, note that for l = 1 there is no h− component (the spherical
harmonic can be explicitly solved in this case to be S(x) = x, and the TLL tensor that
defines h− is given by second derivatives of this, hence vanishing). This means that the
gauge-invariants of (3.4) are no longer gauge invariant. In particular they transform under
the infinitesimal coordinate transformation component ξx as,
htt → htt + f
′
SS′
ξx + 2∂
2
t ξx ,
htr → htr + 2∂t∂rξx −
2
(
Sf ′S′ + ζ2
)
fSS′
∂tξx ,
hrr → hrr +
ζ2
(
2Sf ′S′ + 4fS′2 − ξfS2φ′2
)
2f2S2S′2
ξx − 2ζ
2
fSS′
∂rξx ,
hrx → hrx +
(
2S′2 − ζ2f
)
SS′
ξx − ∂rξx ,
at → at − a
′
SS′
ξx ,
ar → ar + a
′
f
∂tξx ,
ϕ → ϕ− φ
′
SS′
ξx ,
(B.6)
but are still invariant under the other components.
So we have an extra gauge choice that we are free to make. If we take the simple
ξx = −S2Φ(0)2 and plug this into equations (C.1) to (C.5) expressing the gauge-invariants in
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terms of the master scalars, we see that Φ
(0)
2 completely drops out from all expressions. This
confirms the fact that there are no dynamical degrees of freedom in the metric with l = 1.
B.3 Planar k = 0
Without momentum there is no way to distinguish between what at finite momentum
were different channels, and so by symmetry one expects the physics to be the same in all
channels. This is seen explicitly in the approach of Kovtun and Starinets [29], where the
equations for metric fluctuations become identical in each channel, and those for vector
perturbations become identical to each other as well.
In our results, setting the momentum to zero makes all the equations decouple. How-
ever, the potentials for a given field are not all identical. In particular, the potential for
the metric master scalar in the scalar channel vanishes, but in the vector channel it does
not. The gauge field potentials do not vanish and are not equal to each other either.
This is not what we expect by symmetry, but there is an elegant solution. Defining
Schro¨dinger-like potentials in Fefferman-Graham or Schwarzschild-like coordinates as,5
d2Ψ
dr2⋆
+
(
ω2 − V˜S
)
Ψ = 0 , (B.7)
with ∂r⋆ =
f
ζ ∂r, then if two of these potentials can be written in terms of a single super
potential WS as
V˜S,± =W
2
S ∓
dWS
dr⋆
+ β , (B.8)
then these two potentials are isospectral, having the same set of quasinormal modes [32, 33]
(see also appendix A of [34]).
As expected by symmetry, we can write the zero-momentum potentials in this way:
(V˜S)
(0)
2,2(r) =W
2
S,2 +
dWS,2
dr⋆
,
(V˜S)
(1)
2,2(r) =W
2
S,2 −
dWS,2
dr⋆
,
WS,2 =
n
2
fS′
ζS
.
(B.9)
Curiously, this super potential is exactly equal to the S-deformation we had to do to show
stability in the vector sector.
Similarly for the gauge field we can write the potentials as,
(V˜S)
(0)
1,1(r) =W
2
S,1 +
dWS,1
dr⋆
,
(V˜S)
(1)
1,1(r) =W
2
S,1 −
dWS,1
dr⋆
,
WS,1 = −(n− 2) fS
′
2ζS
− fφ
′Z ′
2ζZ
− fSa
′2Z
ζSf ′ − 2fζS′ .
(B.10)
5This makes V˜S = f(r)VS with VS defined in eq. (3.24).
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C Scalar sector master scalars
The relation between the gauge invariant fluctuations in the scalar sector and the master
scalars is as follows. For the scalar field and gauge field they are, using k˜ ≡ √k2 − nK and
n˜ =
√
(n− 1)/n,
ϕ = −
√
2ηΦ
(0)
0 +
k
nn˜k˜
Sφ′
S′
Φ
(0)
2 ,
ar = −
√
2
k
Sζ
f
√
Z
∂tΦ
(0)
1 −
1
n˜kk˜
S2a′
f
∂tΦ
(0)
2 ,
at =
1
n˜kk˜
Sa′
DnS′
(
nS′
(
k2Sf ′ + 2fS′
(
(n− 2)k2 − n(n− 1)K))+ 2ηk2S2fφ′2 + 2ζ2k4)Φ(0)2
− f
2DζZ3/2
[
−4ζ√ηS2a′Z3/2φ′Φ(0)0 +
2
√
2
k
DS∂rΦ(0)1 (C.1)
+
√
2
k
(
2S′Z
(
nS2a′2Z+D(n−1))+DSφ′Z ′)Φ(0)1
]
.
Note the factors of 1/n˜ which, here and below, always occur in front of the gravitational
master scalar, indicating the fact that in 3 dimensions there are no dynamical degrees of
freedom in the metric. For n = 1 there is no h− component and with the same procedure
as in appendix B.2 above we can show that the same potentials apply to this case.
For the metric fluctuations, we can first express htr directly in terms of the others,
htr = 2∂thrx +
4η
k2
S2φ′∂tϕ− 2n
k2
SS′f
ζ2
∂thrr . (C.2)
The remaining three are as follows,
hrr =−2ζ
2S
Df
(√
ηφ
′
(
Sf
′−2fS′)Φ(0)0 +√2ζka′√Z(φ)Φ(0)1 )
+
k
nn˜k˜
ζ2
Df2S′2
(
2Sf ′S′
(
2fS′2− 1
n
ζ
2
k
2
)
−S2f ′2S′2+4f
(
−fS′4+ζ2S′2(k2−(n−1)K)+ η
n2
k
2
ζ
2
S
2
φ
′2
))
Φ
(0)
2
+
k
nn˜k˜
2ζ2S
fnS′
∂rΦ
(0)
2 , (C.3)
hrx =
ζS2
D
(
2
√
ηζφ
′Φ
(0)
0 −
√
2
k
nS
′
a
′
ZΦ
(0)
1
)
+
1
n˜kk˜
S
2
∂rΦ
(0)
2
+
1
n˜kk˜
ζ2S
nS′fD
(
nS
′
(
k
2
Sf
′+2fS′
(
(n−2)k2−n(n−1)K))+2ηk2S2fφ′2+2k4ζ2)Φ(0)2 (C.4)
htt =
fS
√
ηD2ζ
√
Z
(
−4ηζSfD
√
Zφ
′
∂rΦ
(0)
0 +
2
√
2η
k
nSS
′
fDZa′∂rΦ(0)1
+ζ
√
Z
{[
2η
(
4fS′
(
n(n−2)S′2f+ζ2(k2−n(n−1)K))−2Sf ′(n(n−3)S′2f+k2ζ2)−nS2f ′2S′)]φ′
+Sa′2DZ′−2ζ2S (−nS′F+2ζ2k2)V ′−4η2S2fFφ′3+4ηnS2S′fa′2φ′Z}Φ(0)0
−
√
2η
k
a
′
{
2fn2S2Z2a′2S′2+fnSS′Z′
(
nS
′
(
Sf
′−2fS′)+2ζ2k2)φ′+4fζ2ηk2S2Zφ′2
+2Z
[
2f2(n−1)n2S′4−nSf ′S′ (f(n−3)nS′2+ζ2k2)−n2S2f ′2S′2−2fζ2nS′2 (k2+n(n−1)K)+2ζ4k4]
}
Φ
(0)
1
)
− 2
n˜kk˜
S2f2
ζ2
∂
2
rΦ
(0)
2 −
2
n˜kk˜
fS
Dζ3
[
Sf
′
(−fnSζ′S′+fζ(n−2)nS′2+2ζ3k2)+ζnS2f ′2S′
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−2f (fζn2S′3−fnSζ′S′2+ζ3S′ (k2(1−2n)+K(n−1)n)+ζ2k2Sζ′)+ 2ηfζ3
nS′
k
2
S
2
φ
′2
]
∂rΦ
(0)
2
+
1
nn˜kk˜
1
S′D2
{
−k2n2S3f ′3S′2+2nS2f ′2S′ (fnS′2 (2K(n−1)n−3k2(n−2))−2ζ2k4)
+4Sf ′
[
fnS
′2 (
fnS
′2 (−(2n(n−4)+9)k2+2n(n−1)(n−2)K)+ζ2k2 ((7−3n)k2+n(n−1)K))−ζ4k6]
+8fS′
[
fnS
′2 (
fnS
′2 ((n(2n−5)+4)k2−2n(n−1)2K)+ζ2((−((n−3)n+4))k4+n(n−1)Kk2+n2(n−1)2K2))
+ζ4k4
(
k
2−n(n−1)K)]
}
Φ
(0)
2 (C.5)
D Transformations
D.1 Regge-Wheeler gauge invariants for the scalar sector
Firstly, let’s remind slight difference between using Detweiler gauge and using Detweiler
gauge invariants: Detweiler gauge is a certain choice of gauge, where we put all the scalar
sector metric coefficients apart from htt, htr, hrr, hrx to zero, whereas in Detweiler gauge
invariant formulation, we work with hDtt , h
D
tr, h
D
rr, h
D
rx, a
D
t , a
D
r ,ϕ
D, which do not feel gauge
transformations at all (from now superscripts D and RW correspond to Detweiler and
Regge-Wheeler respectively). Importantly, in Detweiler gauge non-zero quantities corre-
spond exactly to Detweiler gauge invariants: hDtt = h
D
tt , h
D
tr = h
D
tr, h
D
rr = h
D
rr, h
D
rx = h
D
rx, a
D
t =
aDt , a
D
r = a
D
r , ϕ
D = ϕD (compare with (3.4)), analogously for Regge-Wheeler.
Regge-Wheeler (RW) gauge invariants are another set of gauge invariants which can be
build in a way described in 3.2. In principle, we could build them from the beginning, by
“dressing” htt, htr, hrr, h+, at, ar, ϕ with the remaining metric components to make them
gauge invariant. However, RW gauge invariants, as well as any other set of independent
gauge invariants in this sector, must be function of Detweiler gauge invariants. To find this
relation, we use the previous observation, that in the Detweiler gauge non-zero quantities
correspond exactly to Detweiler gauge invariants, the same for RW. It means that it’s suffi-
cient to find the transformation between Detweiler and RW gauge and translate it into rela-
tion between gauge invariants, which reduces to moving from hD+ = 0 and h
D
rx 6= 0 to hRW+ 6=
0 and hRWrx = 0. It can be done by acting with a gauge vector ζ
µ = (0, hDrx, 0, . . . , 0)e
ikx.
Finally, the relations between Detweiler and RW gauge invariants read:
hRWtt = h
D
tt +
ff ′
ζ2
hDrx ,
hRWtr = h
D
tr − 2∂thDrx ,
hRWrr = h
D
rr +
(
2ζ ′
ζ
− f
′
f
)
hDrx − 2∂rhDrx ,
hRW+ =
2fSS′
ζ2
hDrx ,
aRWt = a
D
t −
fa′
ζ2
hDrx ,
aRWr = a
D
r ,
ϕRW = ϕD − fφ
′
ζ2
hDrx .
(D.1)
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D.2 Transformation between Fefferman-Graham and Eddington-Finkelstein
coordinates
Potentials in master equations (1.1) have the same form for both Fefferman-Graham (FG),
or Schwarzschild-like, and Eddington-Finkelstein (EF) coordinates. The difference in equa-
tions appears only in the form of laplacian — for numerical purposes it’s probably more
useful to use EF coordinates, since master equations involve only first time derivatives then.
How to express Detweiler gauge invariants in EF coordinates in terms of Detweiler
gauge invariants in FG coordinates? (Again, these are distinct quantities related by some
functions). Let’s start with linear metric and gauge vector perturbations, which transform
as:
hEFµν = L
α
µL
β
νh
FG
αβ ,
aEFµ = L
α
µa
FG
α ,
(D.2)
where
(Lµν ) =


1 − ζf 0
0 1 0
0 0 1n

 . (D.3)
Since we already know how to express hµν and aµ by Detweiler gauge invariants, we can
use the transformation rule (D.2) to express hD,EFµν and a
D,EF
µ by h
D,FG
µν and a
D,FG
µ . For
vector sector it reads (we need to add another superscripts: FG or EF and in vector sector
we can omit D and RW , since they are the same):
hEFtz = h
FG
tz ,
hEFrz = h
FG
rz −
ζ
f
hFGtz ,
aEFz = a
FG
z .
(D.4)
and for scalar sector:
h
D,EF
tt = h
D,FG
tt ,
h
D,EF
tr = h
D,FG
tr − 2
ζ
f
h
D,FG
tt ,
hD,EFrr = h
D,FG
rr −
ζ
f
h
D,FG
tr +
(
ζ
f
)2
h
D,FG
tt ,
hD,EFrx = h
D,FG
rx ,
a
D,EF
t = a
D,FG
t ,
aD,EFr = a
D,FG
r −
ζ
f
a
D,FG
t .
(D.5)
RW gauge invariants transform analogously as (D.5), with one difference: hRW,EF+ =
h
RW,FG
+ .
To fully move to EF coordinates, namely to express hD,EFµν in terms of master scalars
like we did for FG coordinates ((C.1)–(C.5)), one should transform derivatives as well:
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∂t → ∂t, ∂r → ∂r + ζf ∂t. For example, gauge invariants in EF coordinates in vector sector,
express by master scalars in the following way:
hEFtz ≡ n
fSS′
ζ
Φ
(1)
2 +
fS2
ζ
∂rΦ
(1)
2 ,
hEFtz ≡
nfSS′Φ
(1)
2
ζ
+
fS2∂rΦ
(1)
2
ζ
+ S2∂tΦ
(1)
2 ,
hEFrz ≡ −S2∂rΦ(1)2 − nSS′Φ(1)2
aEFz ≡
√
k2 − nK S√
Z
Φ
(1)
1 .
(D.6)
Having transformation rules from this paragraph and from (D.1) one can move
from ((3.7), (C.1)–(C.5)) to the desired gauge and coordinate system without perform-
ing calculations from the beginning.
E Quasinormal modes of AdS planar black holes
In this appendix we derive master scalar wave equations for gravitational black brane
perturbations in our approach. To ease the comparison with the Kovtun-Starinets (KS)
approach [29], widely used in holography, we stick in this section to KS notation and discuss
in detail the scalar (sound in KS terminology) sector of perturbations. The background
line element, eq. (KS-4.2), reads
ds2 = a(u)
(−f(u)dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2)+ b(u)du2 , (E.1)
with
a(u) =
(r0/R)
2
u
and b(u) =
R2
4u2f(u)
, (E.2)
where u is the AdS bulk variable (with the planar black hole horizon located at u = 1
and AdS boundary at u = 0), f(u) = 1 − u2, R is the AdS radius and r0 is related
to black hole temperature: T = r0/(piR
2). We take gravitational fluctuations in the
form hµν(t, u, z) = hµν(t, u)e
iqz. Under a gauge transformation induced by a gauge vector
ξµ(t, u, z) = ξµ(t, u)e
iqz these fluctuations transform as
hµν → hµν −∇µξν −∇νξµ . (E.3)
There are seven components of hµν that enter linearized Einstein equations in the KS sound
sector, namely htt, htu, huu, huz, htz, hzz, and h = hxx + hyy and out of them four gauge
invariant characteristics of fluctuations can be constructed. The Detweiler gauge invariants
(i.e. gauge invariants obtained by dressing htt, htu, huu, and huz with linear combinations
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of htz, hzz, and h and their derivatives) read:
htt = htt +
1
2
(
f(u) +
a(u)
a′(u)
f ′(u)
)
h+
2i
q
h˙tz +
h¨tz
2q2
− h¨zz
q2
, (E.4)
htu = htu − i
q
(
a′(u)
a(u)
+
f ′(u)
f(u)
)
htz +
i
q
h′tz −
(
b(u)
2a′(u)
+
1
4q2
(
a′(u)
a(u)
+
f ′(u)
f(u)
))
h˙
+
1
2q2
(
a′(u)
a(u)
+
f ′(u)
f(u)
)
h˙zz +
1
4q2
h˙′ − 1
2q2
h˙′zz , (E.5)
huu = huu − b(u)
a′(u)
h′ − a
′(u)b′(u)− 2b(u)a′′(u)
2 (a′(u))2
h , (E.6)
huz = huz − ia
′(u)
2qa(u)
hzz +
(
− iqb(u)
2a′(u)
+
ia′(u)
4qa(u)
)
h− ih
′
4q
+
ih′zz
2q
, (E.7)
(and htt corresponds to KS Z2, cf. eq. (KS-3.12)). Indeed, it can be easily checked that
the above expressions are gauge invariant, and moreover when (E.4)–(E.7) are solved for
htt, huu, htu, and huz and these solutions are substituted into Einstein equations Eµν :=
Rµν +
4
Rgµν = 0, all gauge dependent terms drop out at linear order and the linearized
equations read:
Etu=
3u
(
u2−1)
R2
h˙uu+
q2R2u
2r20
htu+
iqR2u
2r20
h˙uz+O
(
h2µν
)
=0, (E.8)
Etz=2iq
(
u2−1)u2h˙uu−2iq(u2−1)u2h′tu−4iqu3htr−2(u2−1)u2h˙′uz
+O(h2µν)=0, (E.9)
Euu=− R
2u
2r20 (u
2−1) h¨uu+
2u
(
u2−2)
R2
h′uu+
(
q2R2u
2r20
+
4
(
2u4−4u2+1)
R2(u2−1)
)
huu
+
R2
(
2u2−1)
r20 (u
2−1)2 h˙tu+
R2u
r20 (u
2−1) h˙
′
tu−
R2u
2r20 (u
2−1)h
′′
tt−
R2
(
u2−2)
2r20 (u
2−1)2h
′
tt
+
R2u
(
u2−3)
2r20 (u
2−1)3 htt+
iqR2u
r20
h′uz+
iqR2
(
2u2−1)
r20 (u
2−1) huz+O
(
h2µν
)
=0, (E.10)
Euz=
iqu
(
u2−3)
R2
huu+
iqR2u
2r20 (u
2−1) h˙tu−
iqR2u
2r20 (u
2−1)h
′
tt+
iqR2
2r20 (u
2−1)2htt
− R
2u
2r20 (u
2−1) h¨uz+O
(
h2µν
)
=0, (E.11)
R2Ett=
4r20u
2
(
u2−1)2(u2+1)
R4
h′uu+2u
2
(
u2−1)h¨uu+8r20u
(
u2−1)(2u4−u2+1)
R4
huu
−u(u2+1)h′tt+2u2(u2−1)h′′tt+
(
q2R4u
2r20
+
u4+6u2−3
u2−1
)
htt
−2u(u2+1)h˙tu−4u2(u2−1)h˙′tu−2iqu(u4−1)hzu+O(h2µν)=0, (E.12)
R2Ezz=−
4r20
(
u2−1)2u2
R4
h′uu−
2
(
u2−1)u(q2R4u+r20(8u2+4))
R4
huu+2uh˙tu
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−uh′tt+
(
q2R4u+2r20
(
u2+1
))
2r20 (u
2−1) htt−4iq
(
u2−1)u2h′uz−2iq(3u2+1)uhuz
+O(h2µν)=0, (E.13)
R2(Exx+Eyy)=−
4r20u
2
(
u2−1)2h′uu
R4
+
8r20u
(−2u4+u2+1)
R4
huu+2uh˙tu
−uh′tt+
(
u2+1
)
u2−1 htt+2iqu
(
u2−1)huz+O(h2µν)=0. (E.14)
Now, we make our ansatz that the gauge invariant characteristics of perturbations are
given in terms of linear combinations of a single master scalar Φ(t, u) satisfying scalar wave
equation on the background solution (E.1), namely
(−+ V )Φ(t, u)eiqz = 0 , (E.15)
where  is the scalar wave operator corresponding to line element (E.1). Plugging such
ansatz into linearized Einstein equations (E.8)–(E.14) one gets uniquely defined formulas,
namely
htt=
8(r0/R)
2
3u2(2q2+3u)2
[
2q2
(
6q2f(u)+6q2+9u5+6q2u4+
(
4q4−27)u3+27u)Φ(t,u)
−3uf(u)(2q2+3u)((4q2+3u3+3u)∂uΦ(t,u)−uf(u)(2q2+3u)∂uuΦ(t,u))] (E.16)
htu=R
2 3uf(u)
(
2q2+3u
)
∂tuΦ(t,u)+2
(−12q2f(u)+9q2+9u3+2q4u)∂tΦ(t,u)
3u2f(u)(2q2+3u)
(E.17)
hzu=2ir0q
(
2q2
(
2q2u+3
)
3u2f(u)(2q2+3u)
Φ(t,u)− 1
u
∂uΦ(t,u)
)
(E.18)
huu=R
2 4q
2
[−(4q2f(u)−2q2−3u3)Φ(t,u)+uf(u)(2q2+3u)∂uΦ(t,u)]
3u2f2(u)(2q2+3u)
(E.19)
and
V = −8q
2
(
2q2 + 3u3 + 6q2u2 + 9u
)
R2 (2q2 + 3u)2
, (E.20)
where q = q/(2piT ) = qR2/(2r0), cf. (KS-4.6). Now, from the master scalar wave equa-
tion (E.15) quasinormal modes of the planar black hole can be effectively computed
with [35] algorithm. The key point to be noted is that the scalar wave equation (E.15)
is by definition covariant i.e. once the form of the potential is found in one coordinate
system, for example (E.1) used here, it can be easily transformed (as a scalar) to any other
coordinate system.
Now we compare the KS and KI approaches for doing numerics, where we focus on
the approach of discretizing the QNM equation on a pseudospectral grid and computing
the generalized eigenvalues, an approach first used in gravity in [36], and which is used in
the publicly available package QNMspectral [35].
First, the only time derivatives come from the Laplacian, which in Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates gives a linear dependence of the equations on the quasinormal mode
frequency. This is of great practical convenience, since it naturally has the form of a gener-
alized eigenvalue equation when discretized. In contrast, the KS approach introduces higher
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j wj
0 ±0.7414299655− 0.2862800072i
1 ±1.733511095− 1.343007549i
2 ±2.705540− 2.357062i
3 ±3.689− 3.364i
4 ±4.7− 4.4i
Table 3. QNMs in sound channel of AdS5-Schwarzschild black brane at momentum q = 1. Full
results are computed using the KI approach, only showing converged digits. Underlined digits are
what is visible at the same numerical accuracy using the KS equation.
orders of the frequency into the equation through the decoupling process, up to fourth order
in the sound channel. In order to turn this equation into a generalized eigenvalue equation
one has to linearize it in the frequency by introducing extra functions ωpΦ and writing it as a
coupled system of equations, effectively increasing the size of the matrix by a factor of four.
Second, from the KS equation one obtains a lot of numerical artifacts near ω = ±k,
which are approximate solutions of the discretized equation but not physical solutions. In
the KI form these are completely absent.
Finally, at the same level of numerical accuracy the KI equations give much more
accurate results for the physical frequencies, even when disregarding the factor 4 increase
in matrix size due to the higher powers of the frequency.
As a quantitative illustration we compute the QNMs at q = 1 using both equations,
with the package [35]. From the KS approach we use (KS-4.35) with the replacement
Z2(u) = u
2(1 − u)−iω/2Z˜2(u), so that the normalizable and ingoing mode is regular at
both endpoints. From the KI approach, we use eq. (E.15) but in Eddington-Finkelstein
coordinates ds2 = −f(u)dt2 − 2u−2dudt+ u−1(dx2 + dy2 + dz2), with f(u) = u−2(1− u4).
The potential is simply eq. (E.20) with the replacement u → u2. We also have to rescale
the master scalar as Φ = u2Φ˜, where now the non-normalizable term goes as Φ˜ ∼ log(u)
and the normalizable term goes to a constant.
For both we use N = 40 grid points and check for convergence by comparing with the
same computation at N = 50 grid points. so we are comparing the eigenvalues of a 40×40
matrix to a 404 × 404 matrix. Illustrating the points made above, the KS computation
takes about 150 ms versus about 10 ms for the KI computation. The KS computation
has many unphysical poles around w = ±1 while the KI has none. Finally we show the
physical modes that are visible with this accuracy in table 3.
A final curiosity is that as one takes the zero-momentum limit in the planar case, one
obtains different potentials for different helicities, even though without any momentum
these can no longer be distinguished. On the other hand in the Kovtun-Starinets formalism
one obtains identical equations independent of the helicity, only of the type of field (metric,
gauge field or scalar). It turns out however that these different potentials actually give rise
to the same spectrum of QNMs (as tested in Reissner-Nordstro¨m backgrounds in various
dimensions), so the potentials are iso-spectral.
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